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Appalachian State’s

six-foot monument to
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When one embarks upon a mission to eliminate speech codes from college
campuses it’s tough to know where to start. Some codes ban speech that
is merely “offensive.” Some ban speech that is “maligning.” Others ban
speech that “challenges.” Imagine a college that guarantees a four year
education without any fear of being challenged. It’s as easy as imagining
a worthless college education.

Whatever the reasons, it was just over a year ago today that we agreed
to target the speech code at Appalachian State University. The “we”
began as a joint effort between the Pope Center for Higher Education
Policy in Raleigh and the Foundation for Individual Rights in Education in
Philadelphia. The FIRE and the Pope Center wrote a report on censorship
in the UNC system, which got surprisingly good coverage in the
mainstream media.

Next, the Pope Center sent me out on a brief speaking tour covering 
several UNC campuses. Appalachian State was the third stop on the tour.

My speech at ASU went pretty well until I accidentally let my voice (which
was raspy from a minor cold) slide into an impression of William Jefferson
Clinton. As one who is well-known for his political impersonations I could
not resist a little wisecrack. Looking down beneath the podium, I said – in
my best Clinton accent – “Get up off the floor, Monica! I think I hear
Hillary coming.”

That’s when I got an abrupt reminder of the “right to be un-offended,”
which is sincerely felt – though not actually held – by all of the liberal
dope smoking hippies (about 2/3rds of the student population) at ASU.

In fact, two long-haired Clinton supporters got up and stormed out of the
auditorium – turning off the lights as they left the room – just as soon as
I made them uncomfortable with a flashback of Monica in thong
underwear on the Oval Office floor. (I thought it was a pretty symbolic
gesture. Once the first person gets offended, it’s time for everyone else to
go home.)

Of course, it wasn’t exactly time to go home that evening. I finished my
speech and then got to move on to the question and answer session.
During the Q and A, a freshman at ASU asked me about the speech code.
Specifically, he complained that a political science professor kept
reminding him of the speech code every time he espoused a conservative
idea in class discussion. But - no matter how far off the charts their
comments might be - leftist students were never seen as running afoul of
the code.

When the student asked if he had a legal case, I put him in touch with the 
Alliance Defense Fund. But while the legal complaint was still being 
drafted, something unexpected happened. The local ACLU did the right 
thing and got involved.

As a result of the team effort, ASU decided to get rid of its speech code 
without an embarrassing lawsuit. Consider the organizations that were 
involved in this successful First Amendment mission:

The ACLU: A left-wing civil liberties organization.

The ADF: A conservative Christian civil liberties organization.

DrAdams.org: A fringe group led by a right-wing gun-toting nut job from 
North Carolina.

The FIRE: A non-partisan free speech organization.

The Pope Center for Higher Education Policy: A libertarian/conservative 
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group in North Carolina.

This left/right/center attack on the unconstitutional speech code at ASU
shows that people of different political persuasions can work together,
even in today’s fractured political environment. But aside from the warm
and fuzzy feeling we are all getting from knowing that we can put aside
our differences and work together, there is another - perhaps even more
important - benefit derived from the removal of the ASU speech code. It
has something to do with feminist speech at ASU.

Now that the speech code is gone from ASU, the feminists at the
Women’s Center are free to pursue an important project they may have
been afraid to pursue back when “offending others” was seen as trumping
the First Amendment. I am talking, of course, about the construction of
the six-foot vagina costume the Women’s Center has been planning for
the last several years.

After the ASU speech code was removed, construction of the six-foot 
vagina resumed and, thankfully, it was recently completed. Click here
(warning: graphic photo) to see just how far the women’s movement has
come in recent years. Or just visit the campus of ASU where you can
actually see a feminist walking around in a six-foot vagina costume.

It is worth remembering that the greatest evil of censorship is not that it 
robs us of the truth. It is that it robs us of a greater appreciation of the 
truth via its juxtaposition with feminist stupidity.

Author’s Note: If you enjoy gratuitous attacks on the feminist movement,
even when they bear little relation to the larger theme of the article, sign
up for Dr. Adams’ newsletter now. Recipients will automatically be
entered into the raffle for a replica of UNC-W’s new 7-foot vagina costume
later this spring. It is rumored that “Virgie” will become the new mascot
at UNCW. Now that Chancellor DePaolo has ruined the men’s basketball
program, we need something to stimulate interest in athletics.

Mike Adams is a criminology professor at the University of 
North Carolina Wilmington and author of Welcome to the Ivory 
Tower of Babel: Confessions of a Conservative College 
Professor.

Be the first to read Mike Adams' column. Sign up today
and receive Townhall.com delivered each morning to 
your inbox. 
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Wacky writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 12:32 AM

Haha! Yes!

Congratulations on everyone involved in this particular endeavour. It's 
always good to see when speech which isn't Fighting Words gets to be 
made, free from interference by people who might find it a little queasy. 
And that liberals can realise that the point of liberalism is to allow people to 
say things that they may not like to hear.

Extra: Dr Adams, can I enter the draw without signing up for the 
Newsletter? It would elicit a chuckle or three when I show Vergie off to my 
mates.

Vergielicious, perhaps?

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

Tyler writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 12:39 AM

Next case...

I think it's time you went after a bigger fish, Doc: the NCAA. You might
have heard about their sanctions on colleges that use imagery considered 
offensive to Native Americans. On February 21, Chief Illiniwek performed
his final half-time dance at the University of Illinois. The university has
given in to the NCAA's demands and retired the Chief. I just wrote an
editorial on this that I plan on sending to the campus newspaper at the 
University of Illinois. Check it out on my blog at
http://tylermillage.townhall.com/
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Just a thought writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 1:25 AM

Here's my proposal:

The men at ASU should 'fight back' by being what the feminists THINK they 
are anyway. 

By wearing "pen1s" shaped hats - they can be 
"d!ckheads" i (oops, punctuation got away from me.)

We need to fight back on this. If they can allow a woman in a 'vagina' suit,
they MUST allow men to be 'd!ckheads.'
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Just a thought writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 1:27 AM

Enquiring minds want to know why

I can write vagina, but not pen!s????
Anyone know????????
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Cynewulf writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 1:28 AM

Must ... stop ...

laughing ...

The six foot vagina. The funny thing is not that there's a six foot vagina
lying around somewhere. It's that it's not for a wacky costume party.
They're serious about it.
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Cynewulf writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 1:33 AM

Tyler,

the U of Illinois can save themselves a lot of trouble by changing their 
name to the Fighting Vaginas. There's already a costume made for the
mascot and everything! Plus, they can say they are showing support for
their women's center. It's a win-win.
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Login Leery writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 2:49 AM

HELP!

help me find my plane and we'll fly outa here!
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PriceyInTheOC writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 3:07 AM

Immodesty Unbecoming

I admit it: I don't have the guts to go looking at the big vagina. And I don't
want to see a d!ckhead. It may be funny, but it's also perverse.

There's a natural desire to indulge sexuality and marriage is a sanctified, 
time- and society-honored way to do this. The rank overexposure
encouraged at college campuses across the country runs counter to what 
godly parents have been teaching their children from the day that Noah's 
grandson was condemned for laughing at Noah's nakedness. 

It is just plain hedonistic to parade genetalia and sexuality in the town 
square, the campus quad and in the parade route. 

And frankly, the immodesty is unbecoming. 
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Grubby writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 4:14 AM

Signs of societal degeneration

Ancient tribal societies highly valued fertility and therefore the sexual 
symbols. At least for them, it made sense. The production of progeny was 
highly desired and a survival mechanism. For example, the Incas 
worshipped the phalis because, as a dominant colonizing race, it needed 
numbers.

What is demented about the modern feminist fixation with the genitalia is 
that it's accompanied by a barbaric contempt for its primary function - 
fertility.

The contradictions are profound - the numbers needed by a society in order 
to ensure its survival and regeneration are denied by the very ones who 
are most in line to profit from such. And little reflection is given to the 
existence of the abortion mechanism that may very well have deprived 
them of existence. 

All they would have to do is commit suicide to make the joke complete...
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Grubby writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 4:30 AM

Tyler

I wonder if that would satisfy leftist societal arbiters. It would then seem 
appropriate to also have the 'fighting dicks' on the other side of the field. 
Then they could chant, 'make war, not love' or 'stick it to'em' or 'fu*k'um, 
fu*k'um, raw, raw, raw'. Or would that be TOO offensive? 
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AudiR10 writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 6:19 AM

Poll the Toddlers

If you want to make sure that speech on any college campus or 
mainstream television program passes every speech code ever designed, 
just spend half a day at a daycare centre and tape the conversations 
between the two and three-year-olds. Anything these little poo poo heads
spew is considered Protected Speech, and anything they do is considered 
"appropriate".

For some reason, the first thing university students do when given the right 
to "free speech" is start spewing vulgarity, profanity, blasphemy and 
pornography. Apparently there is a lake of language dammed up behind the
wall Mommy and Daddy put up at the age of two when they spanked those 
nekkid butts that ran through their cocktail parties -- and until this lake is 
drained, it is impossible for 18-24 year olds to concentrate on anything that 
lives below their knees or above their waists. (Save, of course, boobies.)

With all the vast span of history, literature, music, art, religion, economics, 
dance, and discourse to choose from -- every time a college student is told 
he's free, they unpin their diapers and head right for the toilet to play with 
the contents thereof.

I am old enough now to begin to believe that I will never live long enough 
to see this trend diminish, dwindle and disappear.
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fredo1 writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 6:29 AM

kimberly

i think it would be even better if Kimberly were forced to walk around in a 
d!ck costume next to the 7 ft vagina. True liberalism at its finest.
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mikescott writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 6:48 AM

these women are idiots

true idiots

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

GunnyG writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 7:02 AM

mikescott
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They are more than idiots, they are LIBERAL idiots. More stupidity 
crammed inside of them.

BTW, I posted an article on my blog from a whiny lib that really shows how 
stupid they really are. Give it a read. (Shameless plug achieved!)
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Happy Jake writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 7:20 AM

AudiR10

I think you hit it on the head. People often tend to think that the right to do
something relieves them of the responsibility to do it right. There's a time
and a place for everything (c.f. Ecclesiastes 3:1-8) and often the public 
square isn't it. 

I have every right to dislike the President whoever he may be, to think his 
policies are idiotic, to even consider him a moron, but I don't have the right 
to conspire to assault or kill him. Even suggesting it on the radio can get
the Secret Service knocking on your door (That happened to a 
now-ex-girlfriend of mine during the Clinton years. She said something
stupid on the radio (Gordon Liddy's show if I recall) and the Secret Service 
were at her door that afternoon.) You aren't allowed to joke about a
terrorist act on an air plane, and you never were (at least in my lifetime.)
Crying "Fire" in a crowded theater or otherwise inciting panic or riot is also 
illegal.

The problem is that the people who come up with their little speech codes 
are so arrogant as to think that their opinion (the Leftist agenda) is the 
only one sufficiently "informed" or "enlightened" to be considered worthy of 
expression. Any other opinion is ignorant, intolerant, and/or offensive, and,
thus, is not protected by the First Ammendment. And since Leftist speech is
the only one that is protected, it is also expected that it will be appropriate 
for the public square, no matter how obscene, vulgar, or profane it is nor 
how insulting, degrading, or offensive it is to the public at large (who are 
just un-enlightened, ignorant, un-reasoned, intollerant religious fanatics, 
and far less equal than the Liberal Elites.)

HJG
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nophonz writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 7:25 AM

Can't get it right

I looked at the representation of a vagina and, suprise!, it is not a vagina!
It is, in fact, a crude depiction of the external gentalia.
The creatures can't even get their own anatomy right. Is it any wonder
they are so wrong about everything else?
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Vic writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 7:26 AM

Speech codes eliminated

at one Southern university. I wouldn't declare victory just yet.
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Wacky writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 7:33 AM

If someone does wear "Vergie..."

I think the only appropriate response is to point and laugh.

What's with all the doom and gloom and "oh we're all going down the moral 
gutter?" 

You're obviously not. Your kids, I assume, are going to be taught not to. 
And it's unlikely that anyone wearing a giant vagina suit (unless on a dare 
for large amounts of money) is going to have children any time soon. It's 
probably the most effective contraception there could ever be.

I'd take positives out of this article. It means that the ACLU lives up to its 
name. It means there are liberals like me who do practice what we preach 
and allow everyone to say as they like and not hide behind hypocritical 
"speech codes." It means that conservatives and liberals and everyone in 
between can work together on something that is very important and vital to 
the society that Americans live in. 

And I quite like the idea of a 7 foot phallic costume. The comic and punning 
possibilities are endless. I don't know how much I'd have to pay the person 
wearing it, though.
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Husker Jeff writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 7:42 AM

It is so appropriate

After all, there is nothing to a woman than her sex organs, right? She has
no mind, no honor, no function other than sex and babies, right? The
proper role of a woman in this world is to be a sex object. This is so
blindingly true. Right?

Oh my poor head.

BTW, this is said with my tongue WAY up in my cheek (before the flames 
fly).
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Packrat writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 7:46 AM

Do I have this right?

The women"s group can display Vergie without the University being afraid 
of someone being offended, but the President of William and Mary is afraid 
a cross in a chapel on campus will offend someone. ( Cue: Twilight Zone, 
music, enter Rod Serling "For your consideration....")
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pigskinner writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 7:46 AM

Cynewulf

Absolutly brilliant,

The fighting vaginas,,, I cant stop laughing.
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mikescott writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 7:47 AM

wacky is right

This article just shows how hopelessly stupid and "stuck on sex" the fems 
are these days. It is an occasion to laugh, not to cry.
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GunnyG writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 7:53 AM

Cynewulf

Good GOD! That needed a SPEW ALERT!

Fighting Vaginas! haha.

Sis Boom Bah
RAH RAH RAH
Here we "come"
RAH RAH RAH

The FIGHTING VAGINASSSSSS!

LOL!

Thanks for a great laugh.
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inkling_revival writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 7:59 AM

I have to admit...

...my mind went to what sorts of epithets one might hurl at a person 
seriously walking around campus wearing a vagina suit. Too many of them 
would be literally true.
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inkling_revival writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 8:04 AM

Grubby

Probably laughing is a better tactic today, but you're definitely on the right 
track in your thinking. The Left is ultimately anti-human.

Every work of the devil has within itself the seeds of its own destruction. As 
CS Lewis pointed out, he hates the people on his own side as much as he 
hates his enemies, and as soon as they're of no use to him, he'll tear them 
to pieces. This is why so much of demonic practice -- paganism, Marxism, 
homosexuality -- is self-destructive.
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mikescott writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 8:05 AM

adams/cynewolf 2008

you need to run for office, cynewolf! 2 funny!
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Taskwazen writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 8:15 AM

Like Islam

Like Islam, liberalism cannot survive the light of truth. That is why both are 
cowardly belief systems that seek to silence opposition by any means 
available.
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Happy Jake writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 8:40 AM

What I want to know...

... is what possible motiviation could these people have for parading around 
in a costume representing someone's genetalia? What's the point? I realize
there is a reasonably fair stereotype conserning the sexual preference of 
Feminists, so it might just be something they want to see, but what point 
are they trying to prove? Am I wrong or is this sort of nonsense exactly
contradictory to their alleged position that women aren't sex toys for men?
If they are worried about the sexual exploitation of women, shouldn't they 
be pushing for LESS sex, not more, from their followers?

Unfortunately, being a reasonable man, I cannot fathom the mind of 
unreasonable women. Even reasonable women are tough enough to figure,
but the unreasonable ones are bloody impossible.

HJG
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Lydia writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 8:55 AM

Oh my!

This is certainly good news. I realize that the left hates free speech as 
much as it does unwanted babies in the womb, but the ACLU????? 

Wow.
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gsmcpo writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 9:13 AM

Vagina Suits

Explain vagina suits to your kids 10 years down the road.

"Mommy, what did you do in college?"
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Pirate writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 9:17 AM

Provoke the Provokers, carry GUNS...

Look, you have to first understand the mentality behind this: they are 
trying to be as offensive as possible for the sole purpose of offending as 
many as possible. Their attitude is if you really don't want a hate speech
ban, then look and see what you get as a conseuence.

It is like the school administrator who, when faced with a cut in the school 
budget, eliminates football. 

I say that the sane folk ought to instead respond in kind. What offends
feminists the most? -- Men with guns. The gun is viewed as a phallic object
that is p*nis-like and projects power/projectiles. It also plays into their fear
that all men seek to subgugate women into a Peyton Place-like servility and 
that white men with guns are the world's most evil incarnation.

So bring guns. Not real ones, of which there likely are rules (including
range-safety ones which conservatives support which would preclude 
waving a real gun in everyone's face), but fake ones. Big ones. Ones on the
size ratio of the seven foot vagina.

Have a bring-your-paper-machae-cannon-to-class week. Have
clearly-not-real guns being carried everywhere and going everywhere the 
vagina goes. The feminazis would be so upset it wouldn't be funny at which
point a civilized deal could be struck: we will stop if you do.

0r there could be a debate between mascots - the vagina debating the 
cannon. Scary thing is that some of the potheads would think it was real...
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Packrat writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 9:20 AM

Imagine

Looks like a prop from one of Leslie Neilsen's Naked Gun movies.
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Icedog writes:

Speech Codes Becoming a Federal Law?

Eliminating the speech code at one college is nice, but there is a much, much larger threat coming.

Mike needs to take a look at the current legislation being proposed by Congress to basically stamp out conservative radio through 
the so-called "Fairness Doctrine".

Liberals have realized that can't defeat conservative radio in the market place (see: Air America, Al Franken, etc.) and so they are 
trying to kill it through unconstitutional legislation. ("Those damn conservative radio shows, magazines, websites, speakers, etc. 
are slowing down our progress to achieve our glorious communist utopia, they must be destroyed") 

You can some more info in this article:

http://www.townhall.com/columnists/DavidLimbaugh/2007/01/19/the_un-fairness_doctrine_unevening_the_playing_field,_by_law

Rich writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 9:24 AM

Fighting D!cks!!

Too funny!! Full ramming speed ahead! Don't shoot until you pass the
vulva!

Just make sure that they are circumsized heads, wouldn't want to get AIDS 
now would we!

I better stop before I get into trouble, oops, maybe it's too late.
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chr335 writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 9:25 AM

hmmm

paganism is not always demonic just sometimes. You just dont like them
cuz their not Christian.

this is too funny keep it up mike
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Pirate writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 9:26 AM

The problem is worse than imagined:

> gsmcpo writes: Vagina Suits 
> Explain vagina suits to your kids 
> 10 years down the road.
> "Mommy, what did you do in college?" 

Answer: Your other mommy and I fought the evil heterodoxy and worked
hard to secure the freedom (from men) that you now enjoy. That is why I
want you to promise me that, when you grow up and want to become a 
mommy yourself, you will only go to the sperm bank. 

There are only two types of gyrls involved in the feminist centers today: 
man-hating "seperatists" and LUGGIES. The latter stands for "Lesbian Until
Graduation" and are persons literally prostituting themselves for personal 
gain -- being a lesbian is socially rewarded in academia so they are one, 
upon graduation when sex with a man will get them material gain they 
become heterosexual, and then they become victims and the state their 
husband. And the former seek to create a world in which there are no men.

So the people advocating the vagina costume are not going to become the 
traditional "mommie." The problem is far worse than many imagine...
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thinkwell writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 9:32 AM

Cupid stunts

Free speech heard recently on a recently speech-code free college campus: 

Oh, look Dr. Adams, it's "V"-day and the foolish feminists (oops, sorry, 
redundant) are out making a fools of themselves, again. 

Whatever happened to just sending Valentines? Mother of Mercy, there
even goes one dressed in a vagina suit! Now there's a real Cupid Stunt...
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CVN65 writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 9:34 AM

chr335

Good morning to you. I have actually never read of Dr. Adam's expressing 
hate against anyone. He will disparage their intelligence, actions, words,
sins or hypocrisy. He hates the sin, not the sinner. This man was an atheist
that saw the light and was saved. Having made the journey to the Lord as
an adult, he understands what it means to walk the walk. He would like
nothing better than for all the paganists to also see the light and know the 
love and glory of God. The Christian belief requires this of him; to
understand that paganism is wrong and to pray for the deliverance of its 
practicioners.
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Icedog writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 9:39 AM

Pirate

You paint a very gloomy and disturbing picture....absolutely true, but 
troubling nevertheless. 

It's sort of ironic, I am one of the most patriotic Americans you will ever 
find, but part of me wants to retire overseas....it doesn't hurt as much 
when I don't see the destruction in person. 

But, I guess I should stay and fight the lunacy...even if it's a losing battle. 
Maybe we need a conservative rally cry like, "Remember the Alamo". Any 
ideas?
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Cowby Joe writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 9:40 AM

Sexual Irony

Don't you make an a** of yourself when you walk around in a Vagina 
costume?????
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Nam65-66 writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 9:40 AM

Fox news...

...just showed a picture of Virgie on TV!!!!!

What? A picture of Anna Nicole Smith"s mother?

Well,never mind.
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Nam65-66 writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 9:48 AM

Icedog...

..."Remember The Vagina"!!! ???

Nah.
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sedonaman writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 9:50 AM

OK, I give...

...what's the message this costume is supposed to convey?
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RedStater writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 9:54 AM

The Fighting Vaginas: I have to agree...

...it'd be a great team mascot.

Well, as long it's not an Indian vagina, that is!
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RedStater writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 9:59 AM

sedonaman writes:

"OK, I give... 
...what's the message this costume is supposed to convey? "

I think it means "We're here, we're feminists, and we're in your 
face...literally!"

Or maybe..."If you look at our sex organs, maybe you'll stop seeing us as 
sex objects!" 

Or someting. Who can assign logic to this bunch? 
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Packrat writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 10:22 AM

Another suggestion

The fighting Brittney's 
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gsmcpo writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 10:22 AM

Fighting Vaginas

Make it a minority vagina, with double victim status the teams wouldn't 
even have to play the games..."NCAA National Champions in all sports The 
Fighting Vagina!"
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Happy Jake writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 10:32 AM

gsmcpo

Don't give them ideas. Title IX-ers would have a field day.
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nbumpo writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 11:04 AM

thinkwell

thinkwell writes: 
Now there's a real Cupid Stunt...

Wow, try not to get the beginings of these words mixed up!
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misterbradleytoyou writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 11:06 AM

Vagina Costume Elements

If I remember my human physiology correctly, I see the Lab!a Majora, the 
Lab!a Minora, and I guess the Clitoris is where the face of the wearer is 
exposed.
Stimulation by rubbing the wearer's nose would be the next logical step.
BTW, I did not see the Cervix. Did I miss something?
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forder writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 11:23 AM

nbumpo

Very clever. What's the difference between a girls track team and a tribe of 
pigmy's?
One is a bunch of cunning runts!
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Vic writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 11:31 AM

This is really getting to

be too much. Come on guys, we aren't in the Navy anymore. I suspect the 
ladies have given up on this thread long ago.
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John-of-Gilknockie writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 11:42 AM

I graduated from a Big 12 School

in 1984. I remember one Halloween Party where a participant was dressed
as a male sex organ. As I recall, the gals at the party thought it was quite a
hoot and took turns in a variety of poses. The guys at the party took it in
stride and offered their encouragement and evaluations to the gals artistic 
performances. ( Use your imaginations people, you know what I am
alluding to here.)

I suspect that if roles were reversed say a gal wearing a Virgie suit walked 
in and a group of guys began to immediately immitate intimate acts, the 
gals would not have been as vociferous in their support. Truth be told, they
probably would have been p,o'ed. 

Looks like UNCW is on the cusp of an interesting sociology experiment. If
Pirate is right, we will find out how many militant feminist are on the 
campus. It may well turn out to be that Vergie's most vocal critics will be
those women who realize that mystique requires discretion. 

We do live in interesting times.
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Bob writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 11:52 AM

Speech Code on Town Hall.
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A Saxon ancestor would have said that it was a stupid c**t in a stupid c**t 
costume. I can't say that here. It violates the speech code here! It might
offend a conservative. 

Congratualtions on your victory over one of the common speech codes that 
"liberals" like to use to stop opposition. However, I am tempted to wonder
if its free speech or offending liberals that is being sought. This "Townhall"
forum has its own speech code, does not allow free speech. Ranting about
someone else's speech code fails to impress me when the forum used for 
the rant maintains its own strict speech code. 

Hypocricy rages on! 

Bob

Catch more of The World according to Bob at:
http://bobstruth.blogspot.com/
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Packrat writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 12:18 PM

BHL

You posted on the wrong site.
Should go to http://www.pandagon.net

You are right , we did drop a few notchs, in exercising our freedom.
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Paula Jo writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 12:22 PM

vagina?

When did college students got too stupid to know the difference between a 
vagina and the lab!a?

Must say, they did a wonderful job on the costume (even if it is not a 
vagina). I especially like the fact the student's head will be poking out of
the anus.

Oh my word! Lab!a is an 'unacceptable' word. It is latin for lips!!!!!!! I
wonder if the trash words for this part of the female anatomy are more pc?
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Bleeding Heart Liberal writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 12:30 PM

Packrat

Bad taste is bad taste, politically correct or not. 
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Cad Man  writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 12:44 PM

Pirate

"It also plays into their fear that all men seek to subgugate women into a 
Peyton Place-like servility and that white men with guns are the world's 
most evil incarnation." 

Good post but I think that you meant the "Stepford Wives" as the symbol 
of servility. 
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Happy Jake writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 1:02 PM

Bob

The problem with your analogy is this: Profanity, vulgarity, and obscenity 
are censored because in general, they violate what is known as common 
decency. Bleeding Heart Liberal says it best above: "Bad taste is bad taste,
politically correct or not." The speech codes at universities don't censor
things that violate common decency (in many cases they make a positive 
effort NOT to censor those things) they censor ideas that violate "the Most 
Holy Tenet of Diversity." In any normal environment I can say
"Homosexuality is immoral" without any issue. Such a statement does not
violate common decency. There is nothing inherently offensive about that
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statement. It is a simple declaration that a particular activity is morally
unacceptable. It is however, intolerant of that behavior, calling it morally
objectionable, and thus infering that someone who practices it is doing 
something wrong. To a university, making such a statement is censorable
and the person making the statement can be sanctioned by the university.

The speech codes at university are also never enforced evenly. I, a
Christian conservative, cannot insult a gay man's sexual practices, but the 
gay man can insult my religion because the religion is itself "intolerant."
Speech codes are not intended to discourage us from using impolite words 
when we speek, but to discourage ideas and opinions that do not conform 
to the liberal pantheon.
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Icedog writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 1:19 PM

Happy Jake

Outstanding summary and explanation...even Bob might understand now.
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don t. writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 1:40 PM

GunnyG

"Liberal idiot" is redundant.

don t.
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1LEGWARRIOR writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 2:13 PM

Oh my

I have to sen this to my buddy at ASU. After he reads this, I can see him 
and his friends hanging out with squirt bottles of mayo in the waiting. And 
of course then "vergie" will bring suit of sexual harassment. :)
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Packrat writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 2:18 PM

BLH

I agree with you and regret my bad taste.

Now if we could the subject of the original article to do something as well.
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ladynorth writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 2:29 PM

gross

This thread is just gross. Feminists are gross, boys are gross--I am so outta
here.
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Sawgunner writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 2:30 PM

You think that pic was awful....

Just wait until you see what the proctology students are wearing.
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Mark Ruffolo writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 2:32 PM

Feminist Policy
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The consequence of feminist leadership is anti-male and anti-conservative 
policy and procedure.

Another place to observe feminist lead discrimination is in family court at 
your local county court building.
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talltales writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 2:35 PM

Vagina costume.

Perhaps ASU should have a course in Anatomy for all its staff/students - 
maybe then the vagina costume could physically represent the intended 
portion of the female human anatomy.

Interesting enough, there seems to be no problem with the representation 
of the male sex organ.

This problem needs to be evaluated from the inside-out.
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Bleeding Heart Liberal writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 3:35 PM

Packrat

No offense was taken. Forgive the obvious, but I'm a Liberal and you can't
offend me. Bad manners can come from the right or left. 

What I objected to was the sophomoric drivel ("sophomoric" means 
"pretentious, bombastic, inflated in style or manner; immature, crude, 
superficial" (according to the Oxford English Dictionary) from wikipedia) 
after positive agreement in Adam's article on free speech. 
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Hockey Goon writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 4:12 PM

Payback

Pirate writes: Look, you have to first understand the mentality behind this: 
they are trying to be as offensive as possible for the sole purpose of 
offending as many as possible. 
===============================================

So the goal is to offend as many as possible? 

Instead of a big hairy *unt costume, why not have them wear big hairy 
Rosy O'Donald costume?
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rlaTEXAS writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 4:12 PM

I think I still qualiy as a "lady"...

and some of ya'll are hilarious!!! [Cupid!!!]

I don't get the "feminist" mindset, or thought process, either. Depending on 
who's criticizing I'm either too old or too young (30-somethin') to 
understand the "righteous fight". 

Maybe the V costume was the idea of an undercover (no pun intended) 
conservative plant!!!Since "feminists" seem to have no sense of humor, 
they'd never get the joke!!!
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chr335 writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 4:28 PM

CVN65

pagan commint was directed at some one else hehe guess i need to be 
more clear
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Sekhmet writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 7:18 PM

The Fighting Vaginas?

Isn't that UC-Berserkeley's mascot?
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trivfan writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 8:13 PM

6 foot vagina

It looked like a lifeboat from the Titanic
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Jim writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 8:23 PM

The Huge Vagina

As a child I was frightened by a joke about a man who fell in a vagina and 
met another searching for his 1948 Ford. I've suffered from this fear of
falling into a vagina for years and it's played hell with my sex life. Now I
know all I had to do was stay away from Boone. I could cry when I think of
all the joy I've missed.
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Cynewulf writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 8:49 PM

Sekhmet,

No, UC-B is the home of the Mighty Birkenstocks.
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Cynewulf writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 9:01 PM

mikescott,

think about what announcing a Fighting Vagina game would be like: 

"Even though they won, the Vaginas can't be satisfied with their 
performance..."

"The Gophers score! You know the Vaginas aren't going to take that lying
down!"

"The Gamecocks are deep into Vagina territory..."

Also, when the coach is giving the pep talk before the game, would that be 
a vagina monologue?
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Nastimann writes: Friday, February, 23, 2007 10:48 PM

My Mental Picture

is that of a bunch of frat boys dressed up in six-foot phallic costumes trying 
to ram the six-foot vagina.
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Ralph Reagan writes: Saturday, February, 24, 2007 7:13 AM

unbelieveable!

I am amazed a costume like that! Why isn't that Porn? Of course it is but
leave it to liberals to be so stupid and demonic.
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Pirate writes: Saturday, February, 24, 2007 8:14 AM

Slogans
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> Icedog writes: Maybe we need a conservative
> rally cry like, "Remember the Alamo". 
> Any ideas? 

"Remember Ike"?

"Take Back America"?

Simply singing "Onward Christian Soldiers" serves to upset the leftists to no 
end. Best sung by not-quite-sober undergraduates who wouldn't be on key
if they were.

I still like the idea of a bunch of ASU undergrads quietly showing up to 
classes with their paper machie cannons in tow. Setting up a clearly-fake
machine gun on tripod, lash together a strip of tampons to make an ammo 
belt to feed into the "gun." One could be truly sophmoric and have great
fun with all of this - sure it is offensive but this really is a war.
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gently99 writes: Saturday, February, 24, 2007 1:57 PM

Nophonz

Nice attention to tail, i mean detail. Its a vulva, of course.
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magnum writes: Sunday, February, 25, 2007 3:44 PM

Inept design and construction

...of the costume shows a minimum of two great triumphs of feminism.

1) More wemyn take feminist classes that biology or anatomy
2) Sewing and home ec classes no longer exist.
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magnum writes: Sunday, February, 25, 2007 3:45 PM

oops

"then" not "that"
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Ruthie writes: Sunday, February, 25, 2007 9:31 PM

OMG

I clicked and my hair turned white.!!!!!!!

So, anyway, regarding whoever has the "balls" to wear this atrocity; Does 
this mean her girl "friend" will be walking around beside her dressed up as 
a 6 foot dou(c)he bag?

OMG, feminine hygiene products are bannde but not he area in need on 
them?????????
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Bob writes: Monday, February, 26, 2007 9:58 AM

6 foot vagina costume

This has to make one wonder how tolerant the liberal college establishment 
would be if a men's group constructed a 6 foot male member complete with 
testicles somewhere on campus.
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